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The Chicago Columbia Exposition of 1893 was a defining
cultural event of the late 19th century. Conceived as an opportunity for Chicago to put itself on the map and to showcase American innovations in engineering and technology, it also became a
venue for the city to display American cultural tastes in architecture and landscape design to the world. Leo Marx described it as
an attempt to build a human made Eden but, rather than an Eden
of nature, it became an Eden of new and wonderful machines
(Marx 1964, 226).
The Exposition proved to be wildly popular. It is estimated
that some 26 million people attended, approximately one quarter
of the United State’s population at the time. The Exposition featured the most modern innovations in science and technology. It
also introduced a number of now familiar products to the North
American public. Cultural staples such as carbonated drinks,
the hamburger, Aunt Jemima pancake syrup, Cream of Wheat,
Juicy Fruit gum, Welch’s grape juice, Pabst Blue Ribbon beer,
and the picture postcard, all made their debut at the Exposition.
Nevertheless, the focus of the Exposition was on architectural, technological and educational progress. Although never
explicitly articulated, underlying the Exposition was a belief in
the inevitability of social and economic improvement fuelled by
education and acceptance of technology. It was a public celebration of modernity and style in an age where telephones were
rare, automobiles were still in the experimental stage, aeroplanes
had yet to be invented, and even bicycles were still a novelty.
Frederick Law Olmstead, the premier landscape architect of the
day, laid out its grounds. Its 14 major buildings were all in a
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revolutionary style termed an “American adaptation of neo-classicism” (Wilson 1989, 63) creating an effect marked by Greek or
Roman columns, classical domes and imposing white facades,
which caused the central part of the exposition housing the display buildings to be known as “The White City.” This style was
the precursor to the Beaux Arts style that swept across North
America a few years later, and left a legacy in the architecture of
countless governmental and corporate buildings across western
North America. The sheer scale of the exposition reflected the
country’s continental scale, its buildings were huge and the site
sprawled over 686 acres and provided 63 million square feet of
floor space housing 65 000 exhibits (Figure 1). The dome of the
Hunt’s Administration Building soared over 277 feet, dwarfing
the National Capitol building in Washington DC., and the Liberal Arts Building was the largest roofed structure in the world.
The Exposition was also diverse, a festival of international
culture and the promise of modernity. Among the major attractions were exhibition halls devoted to innovations in agriculture,
mining, transportation, machinery and the liberal arts. All of
this was complemented by anthropological displays that featured cultural practices and entertainment from various countries. For many people a highlight of the Exposition was the
huge mechanical wheel built by George Ferris, located in the
Midway Plaisance.
Almost immediately the Exposition generated a host of publications, mostly illustrated guidebooks and souvenir booklets
aimed both at the visitor and the curious who were unable to
visit Chicago (Bancroft 1893). More recently, scholars have
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Figure 1: The grounds of the Columbian Exposition 1893. (Source: World’s Columbian Exposition 1893, Chicago, Ill., USA. From the Official
Plans-Area 664 Acres (Chicago: Kurz & Allison, 1893))

examined the exposition from a wide variety of disciplinary
perspectives, including, among many, history (Rose 1996), architecture (Wilson 1989, 52-74), theatre studies (Bank 2002),
education (Parshall and Rowe 1993), sociology (Rudwick and
Meier 1965) and anthropology (Rydell 1978, 253-275). From
the time of the Exposition’s opening numerous studies described
and analyzed the exhibits of a good many nations (Tateno and
Bourn, 1893; Cullin 1893, 205-227) and virtually every state
in the Union (Ochsner 1995). Nevertheless, published personal
impressions of visits to the Exposition are relatively rare, and
one such by Madame Léon Grandin (2010), was as much about
contemporary Chicago and a Frenchwoman’s assessment of
American social and cultural customs, as it was about the Exposition. Contemporary accounts by ordinary Canadians are even
rarer.
Among the many visitors to the Exposition was William
James Sisler, a young man who was to become Manitoba’s best
known, and arguably most influential, educator of the twentieth
century (Figure 2). Sisler was born in 1870 and raised on a farm
in Ontario. In 1889 he moved west to work on a farm after which
he obtained a job on a CPR construction crew. He completed his
high school education in Winnipeg and attended Wesley College
(Kotecki 2007, 3). In October of 1893, he returned to Ontario
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to attend medical school but
travelled via Chicago in order
to visit the Columbian Exposition.
Sisler kept a diary chronicling his four-day visit to the
Exposition in which he recorded his impressions of the
exhibits and the behaviour
of other visitors (Archives
of Manitoba, Sisler papers.
MG14. Sisler Notebooks.).
He was not a born diarist and
his enthusiasm for recording his impressions quickly Figure 2: William James Sisler
waned. Nevertheless, his ob- (Source: Archives of Manitoba)
servations about the Exposition and visitor behaviour are detailed and insightful and provide
a unique perspective on the Exposition and its settings through
the eyes of a Manitoban flâneur, or observer of the crowd. (Vachon 2004). His diary was very much a personal document, one
clearly not intended for anyone’s eyes but his own, and hence
very different from the polished account of Madame Léon Grandin, which was based on a year’s residence in Chicago in 1893.
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Sisler’s entries were generally laconic, although there were exceptions when something piqued his interest and inspired him
to note not only the bare facts of his visit, but also to attempt
to capture the fair’s ambiance. The things that Sisler did not
comment on, the things he chose not to see or did not deem
to be worthy of comment, are equally revealing. His diary’s
value thus lies less in his descriptions of the Exposition but more
in his reactions to it, the direction of his gaze towards specific
displays, his behaviour whilst there, and his comments on the
behaviour of other visitors. For example, he made no mention
of a Manitoba presence at the exhibition although the Provincial
government of the day had invested a considerable sum to ensure that it had a presence in Chicago for the duration of the fair
(AM RG 3 C 1 File 15). Either the effort was in vain or Sisler
simply chose not to remark upon it.
Sisler arrived in Chicago at 9:30 on Sunday morning, October 8, 1893, and was struck immediately by the crowds of sightseers heading for the exposition (Figure 3):
I was almost bewildered by the crowd. There seems to be an
army of cabmen trying to earn their dollars by taking people
to hotels and the fair grounds. It was Sunday but everybody
seemed to be pushing his trade the same as on other days. I
boarded a state-street-car, which was crowded and went up
to the 63rd Street entrance. Secured a room and got into the
grounds about 12 o’clock. Most of the buildings were closed.

Undeterred, Sisler set out to see what he could. He paid
fifty cents for a daily admission ticket, quite a sum considering he had been earning between 12½ to 15 cents an hour as
a labourer on the CPR. Once inside the exposition grounds he
proceeded to the Washington State Building where he was entranced by the educational exhibits, which “surpassed anything
of the kind which I have ever seen.” He commented on the clay
and soap modeling, paper cutting, and wire work which were, he
thought, “of a high order.” He was impressed by the emphasis
on physical education. Sisler seemed particularly interested in
the educational exhibits and described them in some detail, perhaps because these were the first things that he saw on his tour of
the Exposition. His diary contains detailed notes on the displays
created by schools from the United States, Canada and Japan.
He was sufficiently taken with the exhibit from a school in Pullman, Washington to sketch a small diagram of a fraction chart.
For someone who hitherto had shown little interest in pursuing
education as a career, his interest in the educational exhibits was
remarkable. The exhibit from Vineland, New Jersey particularly
impressed him:
Dr. H. M. Knight was the first to establish the fact that the
feeble-minded should be educated and the exhibits from institutions for the feeble minded show that great good has been
accomplished by giving them some kind of education. Their
work in drawing, the making of embroidery, manufacture of
shoes wooden articles etc. compares favorably with that done
in the industrial department of the ordinary schools. From
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Figure 3: Crowds at the Exposition. (Source: Chicago Day at the
Exposition, 1893 from the collection of Roland Marchand http://historyproject.ucdavis.edu/ic/image_details.php?id=3667)

Vineland N.J. the pictures showed the boys at drill and they
appeared to be smart little fellows. They had also a band.

Like many other visitors to the Exposition, his interest in the
more high-minded cultural and educational exhibits soon waned
and he proceeded to the most popular part of the grounds: the
Midway. The Midway Plaisance, as it was known, was originally intended to constitute part of the anthropological exhibition and was comprised of a wide street, lined on either side
by the “villages” of various nations. The general entrance fee
covered admission to the midway but admission to the various
attractions lining the street was extra. Patrons could not enter
the midway without first entering the fairgrounds, for it was the
intention to use the midway a lure, attracting fun-seekers to the
exposition, where they then would be exposed to the more highminded educational exhibits while en route to the more frivolous
entertainments provided by the Midway (Figure 4). Significantly, the midway was not included in many of the souvenir and
guide maps to the exposition, despite it being one of the fair’s
most popular attractions.
Sisler was fascinated by the Ferris wheel, (Figure 5) which
he described as:
The most conspicuous object on the fairground and probably
the whole city. It is placed in the very centre of the midway and
the visitor usually makes straight for it pausing occasionally to
look at a red-coated Turk or a half-naked Dahonian. The wheel
moves slowly without noise except that made by the great drive
chains which fall with a dull sound upon their iron track each
time that one cog enters and another leaves the chain. Tickets
[are] 50¢. Such a crowd are buying them that they must line
up and take their turn in getting their tickets – before they get a
turn on the wheel. The cars, 16 in number, are about the size of
ordinary street cars but of lighter construction. The windows
are covered by a strong iron grating. The seats are supported
by wire legs and have wire backs. A pair of young people, an
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Figure 4: The Midway. (Source: C. D. Arnold, Official Views of PanAmerican Exposition)

old farmer with his wife and a pretty daughter, were in one car.
The old man could scarcely contain himself. He shouted to
“Rory” who was someone he saw on the ground below, waved
his handkerchief and exclaimed, “Golly this is great. I kin go
home now. I’ve seen it all.”

At a time before the invention of the aeroplane and when
few buildings were more than five or six stories high, very few
people had had the opportunity to experience such a lofty view.
Even Sisler was entranced by the experience. He described his
ascent on the Ferris wheel on a “beautiful sunshiny day:”
The dark blue waters of Lake Michigan are dotted here with the
white sail of a yacht, there with a steamboat and its jet-black
cloud of smoke. The whole forming a beautiful background
for the panorama which is spread out before the passenger
on the Ferris wheel. A crowd of pleasure-seekers throng the
street called the Midway. A little higher and the buildings of
the whole city come into view. Then the smooth walks, the
quiet lagoons and the beautiful green plots of grass which fill
the spaces between the walks. On the other side is the great
city of Chicago, which is so dirty that it would be no pleasure
to pen a description of it. The revolution of the wheel requires
about ten minutes and the passenger is carried twice round. On
the ground the air was calm but 258 feet up there is a rushing
breeze which makes a terrible roar as it rushes through the network of iron which forms the wheel.

At fifty cents, a ride on the Ferris Wheel was a bargain. To
ascend to a similar height in an adjacent tethered balloon, a fairgoer had to pay $2.00, a considerable sum at the time, equivalent
to almost $200.00 today. After leaving the Ferris wheel, Sisler
visited some of the villages along the Midway’s central avenue.
His comments suggest the exhibits were not particularly imaginative and relied heavily on the stereotypical images that North
Americans likely had of various places and peoples. For exISSN 1911-5814

Figure 5: The Ferris Wheel. (Source: Image donated by CorbisBettman, http://explorepahistory.com/displayimage.php?imgld=
1-2-1500)

ample, his first stop was at the German village where about 300
old soldiers were celebrating a battle, in which they had allegedly participated, by drinking beer, making speeches and singing songs. On the south side of the German village, there was a
beer garden, well supplied with tables and chairs around which
men, women and children were sitting drinking beer, talking and
listening to the music of a German military band, which Sisler
thought to be the finest in the world. Shops in the village sold
glass pens that were made on site, amber goods and soap “made
into the shape of fruit, sausage, peppers, tomatoes, etc.”
Leaving the German village, Sisler visited the Turkish bazaar and theatre where he was not impressed either by the “dismal [Turkish] music” or the use of their native language, which
“loaded the air with unearthly sounds”. He also was hoodwinked when he bought a bottle of “attar of roses” but found
out later that the “bottle” was solid glass with just a little scent
smeared on the stopper.
Still smarting from the realization he was duped over his attar of roses purchase, Sisler approached the Irish pavilion with
an unusual degree of wariness. He was scathing about the fake
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Blarney stone in the so-called “Blarney Castle” where people
paid 10 cents for the chance to kiss the stone. He noted, “Several women kissed it but I saw no man so foolish as to do it”. A
“pretty Irish girl” was selling small pieces of “turf” tied about
with a green ribbon for 25 cents each, and visitors could buy
Irish Republican currency in $20.00 denominations, guaranteed
by “John A. Mahoney, Agent for the Irish Republic.” Sisler noted with amusement that the Irish orchestra playing on one side
of the Irish Village Square was composed chiefly of English and
German musicians.
The “Forty beauties from different nations” encountered
along the Midway Plaisance also attracted Sisler’s attention.
This attraction was properly called the International Dress and
Costume Display. It featured 40-50 women modelling expensive folk costumes, though Sisler seemed more interested in the
women modelling the costumes than the costumes themselves.
His appraisal reflected his personal views and current concepts
of what constituted female beauty:
The Norwegian and Swede are the best examples of the blonde
type of beauty. The Polander had yellow hair fair complexion and the prettiest lips that can be imagined. She wore a
dress which came a little below the knee and nicely polished,
high-topped boots. The Grecian representative was of the brunette type and the most beautiful in the show. She was tall and
graceful and wore a long, loose gown of a bright red color. The
Syrian girl also of the dark type was second in order of merit.
The occupants of the Turkish Harem were surrounded by the
greatest luxury but they had no claim to the beautiful. The Parisian and American representatives were so painted and powdered as to hide their beauty if they ever possessed any which
is doubtful. Nevertheless, they thought they were attractive.

Although Sisler devoted a considerable proportion of his diary to his Midway experiences, there was much in the Midway
that he did not visit or chose not to comment upon. For example, he made no mention of the Natatorium (swimming pool),
the Hagenbeck Animal Show, the ostrich farm, the Eiffel tower
model, the Electric Scenic Theatre or the Cairo Street where
“Little Egypt” the world’s first “Hoochy-Kootchy” dancer was
then stirring controversy and paving the way for later generations
of strip-tease artists. At $1.60, about a day’s pay for Sisler as a
CPR labourer, admission to the Cairo Street to see Little Egypt
may have been a little too expensive for his budget. Indeed, few
of the Midway attractions were cheap. Admission for most was
25 or 50 cents. If Sisler had paid to enter every Midway exhibit
he would have been out of pocket by some $14.00, equivalent to
about $320.00 today. Nevertheless, it seems strange that he did
not invest 25 cents to visit the Electric Scenic Theatre, generally
accepted as the world’s first ever moving picture show.
Leaving the Midway, Sisler headed to the Fisheries Building where admission was free. He marvelled at an Australian
fur seal but clearly thought that “the Canadian exhibit was the
best in the building” with a fishing smack, whale, shark, and
seals. Whether his assessment reflected an impartial opinion is
doubtful as in later years Sisler was an ardent Canadian patriot,
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serving as the president of the Manitoba Assembly of the Native
Sons of Canada, an organization promoting Canadian nationalism. (AM, MG 14 C28 Box 5 File 48) He did allow, however,
that the Norwegians also had a splendid exhibit of skins, boats
and instruments such as harpoons and harpoon guns used to
catch fish, seals and whales.
In an adjacent building, he lingered over a display of war
materials, including artillery pieces used in the War of 1812 and
more modern military inventions such as a Gatling gun and a
10 inch calibre gun “20 feet long” with a range of five and three
quarter miles. In passing, Sisler noted the presence of Andrew
Jackson’s sword, the officer’s wagon used by the Union Army
General Thomas in 1865, and models of soldiers from various
nations from various times. The 30 foot long copper cigarshaped Sim’s Edison torpedo boat also caught his attention.
Sisler’s last entry was devoted to “education of the feeble
minded”, where he noted that the work shown in the Exposition
led him to the belief that “in many points at least, the inmates
of these institutions [for the feeble minded] are of sound mind.”
At this point, Sisler’s diary entries ceased. He rediscovered
his notebook on the 16th of December 1955, when he added a
post-script:
Why I never finished this I do not know. I had forgotten all
about it until to-day it was found among a lot of old books.
After doing the “fair” for four days I proceeded to Toronto and
entered “Trinity Medical College” near the old General Hospital on Spruce St. I spent two years here but never completed
the course. When I returned to Winnipeg in 1895 I attended
Normal School and returned to Squirrel Creek S.D. where I
remained for 3 years. After some time at Ohlen, Sask. and Old
Kildonan I took what I thought was a temporary job as teacher
of M.T. [Manual Training] in Winnipeg. This led to my making a teaching career my life work.

The legacy of the Columbian exposition is readily seen in
Winnipeg and in other metropolitan centres that were growing
rapidly at the end of the 19th century. Echoes of the Exposition’s architectural legacy can also be seen in the City Beautiful movement that swept across North America a decade later.
In Winnipeg, the influence of the City Beautiful movement and
the Beaux Arts style (Figure 6) is still reflected in the imposing Provincial Legislative Building and the city’s wide treed
boulevards and urban parks. Other influences from the Exposition are less obvious; many have been subsumed into the world
of popular culture, especially in our tastes for mass-produced
convenience foods, beverages and confectionaries. It is hard to
imagine North American popular culture without the hamburger,
diet carbonated drinks, bubble gum and the picture postcard, all
of which were introduced to the world at the Columbian Exposition.
Most contemporary accounts of the World’s Fair tend to be
“boosterist” in tone, extolling the virtues of bourgeois city planning, the new architecture and promoting more “refined” tastes
in landscape and design. Publications emanating from Chicago
strove to position that city on the forefront of innovation and
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porate “hands on” experience exemplified his educational philosophy (AM MG 14 C28 Box 6 File 62). Put simply, his philosophy became “let the hands lead and the heart will follow.”
Given that at the time of his visit to the Columbian exposition he
intended to pursue a medical career, one wonders whether this
visit to Chicago had any bearing on his change of heart, leading
him to abandon medicine in favour of a career in teaching, thus
changing the course of education in Manitoba.
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